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LOGAN MULE - $7

LOGAN MULE - $7

Ceres Vodka + house ginger beer

Ceres Vodka + house ginger beer

FINN TONIC - $7

FINN TONIC - $7

Finn's Gin + house tonic

Finn's Gin + house tonic

COLLINS - $7

COLLINS - $7

Your choice Ceres Vodka/Finn's Gin + sparkling lemonade

Your choice Ceres Vodka/Finn's Gin + sparkling lemonade

GIMLET - $10

GIMLET - $10

Your choice Ceres Vodka/Finn's gin + lime + sugar

Your choice Ceres Vodka/Finn's gin + lime + sugar

VESPER - $10

VESPER - $10

Ceres Vodka + Finn's Gin + dry vermouth

Ceres Vodka + Finn's Gin + dry vermouth

CORPSE REVIVER #2 - $10

CORPSE REVIVER #2 - $10

Finn's Gin + dry vermouth + citrus + Absinthe Green

Finn's Gin + dry vermouth + citrus + Absinthe Green

NEGRONI - $10

NEGRONI - $10

Finn's Gin + bitter hibiscus + sweet vermouth

Finn's Gin + bitter hibiscus + sweet vermouth

MARTINEZ - $10

MARTINEZ - $10

Barrel Finished Finn's Gin + sweet vermouth + cherry

Barrel Finished Finn's Gin + sweet vermouth + cherry

OLD FASHIONED - $10

OLD FASHIONED - $10

Blind Tiger Bourbon + sugar + aromatic bitters

Blind Tiger Bourbon + sugar + aromatic bitters

BLACK MANHATTAN - $10

BLACK MANHATTAN - $10

Blind Tiger Bourbon + house amaro + bitters

Blind Tiger Bourbon + house amaro + bitters

SAZERAC - $10

SAZERAC - $10

House rye whiskey + sugar + New Orleans bitters + Absinthe Green

House rye whiskey + sugar + New Orleans bitters + Absinthe Green

SIDECAR - $10

SIDECAR - $10

House rye whiskey + lemon + orange

House rye whiskey + lemon + orange
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BELGIAN DARK STRONG
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STOUTED
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RAUCH

$3.5

$7

CERES VODKA

100% Midwestern Corn yields a full-flavored, unfiltered
vodka with mild sweetness and a smooth finish

FINN’S GIN

A contemporary American gin infused with 11 classic
and exotic botanicals including cardamom and
hibiscus flowers. Expect bold notes of spice and
citrus and a subdued juniper backbone

BARREL FINISHED FINN’S GIN

Our award winning gin is finished in our used bourbon
barrels imparting the essence of vanilla, cherry and
baking spices transforming the botanicals in an
unexpected way

SHORTY’S WHITE WHISKEY

More baby bourbon than moonshine. This barely
aged whiskey reveals a molasses and pepper hit
of unadulterated grain flavor

BLIND TIGER BOURBON

A soft and sweet wheated bourbon comprised of
midwestern yellow corn and red wheat

DUNKEL

Wheat and caramel malts lend a rounded sweetness
with the striking semblance of fresh baked bread
Belgian malted barley creates an unrivaled complexity
with notes of sweet toffee, dried fruit, and candied nuts
Specialty malts provide a lingering finish of
dark chocolate and coffee

Savory barbecue smoke aromas come compliments of
beechwood smoked malts in this Bamberg-styled malt whiskey

Absinthe service featuring

.

LANFRAY’S TRIGGER ABSINTHE GREEN
available upon request

Chicago Distilling Company

@chidistilling

.
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100% Midwestern Corn yields a full-flavored, unfiltered
vodka with mild sweetness and a smooth finish
A contemporary American gin infused with 11 classic
and exotic botanicals including cardamom and
hibiscus flowers. Expect bold notes of spice and
citrus and a subdued juniper backbone
Our award winning gin is finished in our used bourbon
barrels imparting the essence of vanilla, cherry and
baking spices transforming the botanicals in an
unexpected way
More baby bourbon than moonshine. This barely
aged whiskey reveals a molasses and pepper hit
of unadulterated grain flavor
A soft and sweet wheated bourbon comprised of
midwestern yellow corn and red wheat

Wheat and caramel malts lend a rounded sweetness
with the striking semblance of fresh baked bread
Belgian malted barley creates an unrivaled complexity
with notes of sweet toffee, dried fruit, and candied nuts
Specialty malts provide a lingering finish of
dark chocolate and coffee

Savory barbecue smoke aromas come compliments of
beechwood smoked malts in this Bamberg-styled malt whiskey
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